
AgustaWestland/Eurocopter
Erica–This European answer to the
Bell/Agusta BA609 tiltrotor is still
on the drawing board. However, its
partial tiltwing configuration is said
to overcome many of the operating
and performance limitations associ-
ated with the military V-22 Osprey
and BA609 civil tiltrotor.

In a departure from the design
of current U.S. vehicles, designers
have given the planned 22,000-
pound transport smaller-diameter
prop-rotors. Outer-wing sections
will move independently of the na-
celles and a rigid continuous shaft
will run between them, both to
support the nacelles and drive their
rotation. Significantly, to improve

payload and range performance the
24-foot-diameter rotors will permit
ground clearance sufficient to
allow takeoffs and landings in air-
plane mode. A highly twisted rotor
blade could raise Erica’s maximum
cruise speed to 350 knots, a full 75
knots faster than that of the V-22 
or BA609.

Since a smaller rotor inevitably
affects hover performance, the Eu-
ropean answer is to improve the
angle of attack by designing the
outboard wing sections to move in-
dependently of the nacelles. This
feature is also expected to deliver a
wider airplane-to-helicopter (and re-
verse) conversion corridor and im-
proved autorotation characteristics.

To reduce weight, the support
shaft between the nacelles will have
pipes and wires routed inside. It will
also dispense with the need for
swivel joints and synchronization
mechanisms on the nacelles.

The joint developers–Agusta-
Westland is cooperating with Euro-
copter on this project–aim the
aircraft primarily at the civil market,
where the vast majority of opera-
tions will take place in airplane
mode and only around 5 percent in
helicopter mode. A four-abreast seat-
ing layout will allow 22 passengers
to be carried but, in V/STOL mode,
the maximum number will be 19, the

most that can be carried without the
requirement for a flight attendant.

Bell/Agusta Aerospace
AB139–Bell/Agusta Aerospace Corp.
(BAAC) just before Christmas deliv-
ered the first copy of its new
medium twin configured for passen-
ger transportation to Italian charter op-
erator Elilario, based near Lake Como
in northern Italy. (At the same time,
Elilario also took delivery of a new
utility AB412 and A109E Power.)
The new medium twin was launched
at the Paris Air Show in 1999 and
earned Italian ENAC certification in
June last year; FAA approval is
scheduled for the first half of this year.

The AB139 has been designed to
offer enormous flexibility, with its
giant box of a cabin capable of car-
rying 283 cu ft of payload or up to
15 passengers at 400 nm 160 knots.

BA609–After triumphantly taking off
for the first time last spring, envelope
expansion flight tests on the BA609
civil tiltrotor are due to start in the
fourth quarter of this year. During
initial tests over nine test flights, pro-
ject pilots Roy Hopkins and Dwayne
Williams flew 14 flight hours in the
tiltrotor. Because of outstanding work
on the airplane-mode software, which
had been deferred to make the March
milestone, BAAC restricted those

flights to helicopter-only maneuvers.
“In sideways flight I’ve never

flown a helicopter that required such
a low workload,” Hopkins told AIN
last spring. “The test aircraft was also
extremely quiet, to the extent that we
may not need additional soundproof-
ing. At a maximum of 0.05g, the vi-
bration levels were airplane-quality
smooth, which means we may not
need to add extra damping. If I’m
right, it may be that we end up with a
lighter production model.”

The first flight-test aircraft, S/N
001, continues with configuration
modifications while S/N 002 is in
Italy, preparing for its own first
flight (probably not this year). Certi-
fication is planned for late 2007,
with deliveries immediately follow-
ing. A dual flight-test effort, said
BAAC, will support the dual pro-
duction line in the U.S. and Italy
much sooner than expected.

“We continue to take orders for
the BA609,” said executive marketing
director Don Barbour. Early orders
were taken at a price of between $8
and $10 million dollars, adjusted to
year of delivery. Those were all sold
and, since 1999, orders have been at a
price to be confirmed no later than 24
months before aircraft delivery. The
current procedure allows for an order
to be placed with an initial $150,000
deposit, with a firm price being an-
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Helicopter manufacturers
take their time in getting
new designs to market

Erica BA609

by Andrew Healey

T he past 12 months have not been the most thrilling, it has to 
be said, for anyone on the lookout for new Western helicopters.
Apart from the first look at an intriguing new European tiltwing

design, there has been little to report in terms of new initiatives from
the major manufacturers. Most of those seeking certification, with the
honorable exception of the AB139, inch toward their goal with all 
the alacrity of a snail on Prozac. 

On the other side of the world, however, the People’s Republic of China
has flexed its own design and manufacturing muscle with milestones
achieved by two models influenced heavily by Eurocopter designs.
Eurocopter has also licensed assembly of one of its newer designs to
the same Chinese firm and Bell has also subcontracted work there.

Although civil helicopter use in the PRC has so far been restricted 
to offshore applications, demand is growing for rotorcraft in areas
ranging from laying power cables to reforestation and firefighting. 
After decades of stagnation and misuse, billions of yuan are being
invested in construction projects, re-forestation of barren hills and the
reinvigoration of unproductive pastures. World watchers predict that 
the nation will start to show its true potential over the next few years;
the part to be played by helicopters is equally huge and there are
precious few in the country at present. Look East, young man.

AgustaWestland/Eurocopter’s tiltwing
rotorcraft, dubbed Erica, far left, is
Europe’s answer to the tiltrotor. However,
it’s still very much a “paper” aircraft and
no developmental timetable has yet been
released. Left, Bell/Agusta test pilots Roy
Hopkins and Dwayne Williams last spring
logged 14 hours in the civil tiltrotor, all in
helicopter mode. The powered-lift aircraft
is undergoing an extensive teardown
inspection and configuration modifications
before it will resume flight testing trials.
Certification is planned for 2007.
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nounced 24 months before delivery.
At that time, additional deposits are
due, or a refund is paid if the cus-
tomer chooses to cancel the order.

“Current order backlog remains
strong, with essentially more than
the first two years of production
already spoken for. We expect the
backlog to continue to grow as flight
tests continue.”

Eurocopter
EC 225–First delivery of two EC
225s is now due to take place to
CHC Scotia in Aberdeen, Scotland,
during the first quarter of next year.
The latest stretched version of the
Super Puma is powered by two
Turbomeca Makila 2A turboshafts,
makes use of a new five-blade Spher-
iflex main rotor and has all-compos-
ite tail rotor blades, as well as a
de-icing/anti-icing system. Eighteen
EC 225s have been sold to date. 

The EC 225 is designed to carry
19 passengers more than 200 nm,
with standard reserves for North Sea
operations. A SAR version is said to
be able to fly even further. Compared
with the Super Puma Mk1/Mk2, the
EC 225 offers higher operational
availability, 15 percent more payload,
5 percent more range and a 7-per-
cent faster cruising speed. The new
engines develop 14 percent more
power and the gearbox can transmit
8 percent of that to the rotors. 

A main selling point for the EC
225 is a claimed higher standard of
comfort for passengers and crew.
Vibration levels have been signifi-
cantly reduced and, as a result, Eu-
rocopter said the new variant has
“by far” the lowest vibration level
(0.08 g) in its class. 

Major advances have also been
recorded in the field of cabin noise,
where Eurocopter has developed a
soundproofed interior with a noise
level three decibels below that of the
Super Pumas currently operating in
the North Sea. These noise reduc-
tions are worthy of special attention
because noise, unlike other parame-
ters, obeys a logarithmic rather than
linear law. This reduction, therefore,
is claimed to be equivalent to halv-
ing the cabin noise level.

With the most up-to-date product
portfolio of all the major OEMs,
Eurocopter’s current plans can afford
to concentrate on future technolo-
gies. Its ambition is to reduce the
development time of new machines
to below three years and, within 10
years, to cut production and mainte-
nance costs by 30 percent. The R&D
efforts, boosted by an injection of
e33 million ($32.4 million) during
2000, focus on improving aerody-
namics, component design and as-

sembly techniques. Eurocopter is
using three EC 225s in flight trials.

All-weather helicopter–Among a
raft of projects, an all-weather heli-
copter (AWH) research program
continues to look into various artifi-
cial sight systems, based on digital-
topology databases, in addition to
radar and laser sensors, with the aim
of enabling helicopter missions to
take place in poor visibility. Two
demonstrators–a BK 117 (known as
the AWRH or all-weather rescue he-
licopter) and an EC 155 (HTT, or
helicoptère tout temps)–are commit-
ted to these trials.

Another major issue on the road
to the Holy Grail of the AWH is the
development of an intelligent flight
management system. This allows in-
creasing automation of routine tasks
and, with the help of new technol-
ogy and symbology for display in-
struments, further improves the
human-machine interface. Economi-
cal de-icing systems for helicopters
will also increase their viability in
actual icing conditions.

Fly-by-light helicopter–Progress has
also been made on trials with a fly-
by-light control system. Eurocopter
and the German Aerospace Center
(DLR) have together built an active-
control technology demonstrator/fly-
ing helicopter simulator around an
EC 135. This aircraft is being used
to test not only control-system archi-
tecture, but also control laws; side-
sticks; the avoidance of safety-risk
control inputs, also known as care-
free handling; human-machine inter-
faces; and pilot-assistance systems.
Since the EC 135 “flying simulator”
was delivered to the DLR at the end
of 2002, it has been immersed in an
extensive flight-test program.

A next-generation rotor concept
is the focal point of a research pro-
gram, aiming to develop a five-blade
bearingless main rotor for the EC
135. This should reduce noise, im-
prove economic efficiency, increase
cabin comfort and enhance perfor-
mance. A new-generation gearbox
will also be prepared for future inte-
gration on the EC 155, taking ad-
vantage of the latest research into
metallic materials, gearbox architec-
ture, lubrication system, low noise
damping and elastomeric materials. 

Objectives in noise-reduction tri-
als include an external level as low
as 10 decibels below ICAO limits,
an internal level of less than 70 deci-
bels and cabin vibration of less than
0.05 g. Research has been carried
out on each noise source and work
done on the main rotor with passive
optimized blades, low-noise engines

(and engine integration) and low-
noise tailrotor–in particular the fene-
stron tailrotor, the noise of which has
already been reduced using phase
modulation (irregular layout of the
blades) and by diminishing the level
of their individual signatures. 

To further reduce external noise
while keeping vibration at a mini-
mum, research efforts are in
progress using active rotor control
(an active flap on the blades).

Groen Brothers
Hawk 4–Groen marketing liaison
manager Hank Parry told AIN that
his company so far has received 57
letters from various agencies stating
that, if they got the funding, they
would order a Hawk 4 gyroplane for
low-cost manned surveillance duties.
“These were submitted in early fall
to the Office of Domestic Prepared-
ness,” he said. “If the ODP were to
approve funding for any number of
them, we could resume production.
Our local representatives have also
been supporting us and chairman Jay
Groen has been lobbying on our be-
half in Washington.”

Hafei Aviation Industry Co.
H425–The Chinese civil twin-en-
gine helicopter made its maiden
flight in December at Harbin, in 
the northeastern province of Hei-
longjiang. The H425 is built by
Hafei Aviation using Eurocopter
components. Indeed, it greatly re-
sembles the AS 365 Dauphin and
has a similar maximum payload of
9,370 pounds, a range of 432-nm and
two Turbomeca Arriel 2C engines.

Hafei president Cui Xuewen said
the H425 “is equipped with ad-
vanced engines and transmission, as
well as safety systems that give
early warning of system failures.
The helicopter marks a new stage
for China’s rotorcraft industry.”

Cui sees great potential for the
helicopter in the domestic and inter-
national markets. “Several Chinese
users have expressed interest in buy-
ing the H425, and we expect annual
exports of 20 to 40 to Africa, Asian
countries and other regions.”

Incidentally, Hafei is poised to
become the world’s only manufac-
turer of complete airframes, tail
cones and sponsons for the Bell 430.

HC120–Hafei, China Aero-Technical
Import and Export Corp. (CATIC)
and Singapore Aerospace–together
with Eurocopter–will set up an as-
sembly line for the EC 120 before
year-end. The result will be known
as the HC120. Experts predict that
by 2013 China will need about 1,800
helicopters worth $4.9 billion to assist
with, among other roles, returning
millions of square miles of country-
side to productive agricultural use.

Zhi 11MBI–Meanwhile, China’s
new single-engine helicopter, the Zhi
11MBI, has been awarded its certifi-
cation by local civil aviation authori-
ties. The machine was developed by
the Helicopter Design Institute of
China in cooperation with Changhe
Airplane Industries Corp. The Zhi’s
resemblance to the AS 350B AStar is
the product of a similar arrangement
with Eurocopter on the H425.

Euromil
Mi-38–Just before Christmas, Eu-

romil’s new-generation Mi-38 made
its first flight. Mil test pilots
Vladimir Koutanin and Alexandr
Klimov flew a six-minute hop in
front of Mil Moscow plant employ-
ees. The next day, a second flight
took place in front of Russian
deputy prime minister Boris Aleshin
and VIPs from both Russia and
Mil’s, home state, Tartarstan.

Euromil is a partnership between
Eurocopter, Mil and Kazan Heli-
copters. With a Eurocopter-designed
avionics package and Pratt & Whit-
ney Canada PW127T/S engines, the
Mi-38 is clearly a unique Russian
rotorcraft. To begin with, it was de-
signed from the ground up to com-
ply with FAR Part 29 and European
JAR 29 rules. It has composite rotor
blades, an X-type tail rotor and triple-
redundant electric and hydraulic sys-
tems. When certified, an occasion
planned for sometime this year, it
will also be the first civil fly-by-wire
helicopter to go into production.
The cabin of the passenger variant
has 30 seats together with a galley,
luggage compartment, lav and emer-
gency exits. The transport variant can
carry up to 11,023 pounds internally
or up to 13,227 pounds underslung. 

Mi-38 series production is to start
in 2007 at Kazan Helicopters’ plant.
The project has so far consumed $50
million from the Russian Federation
and government of Tartarstan Re-
public, and another $80 million was
raised from other sources. Mean-

while, Boris Alyeshin, Russia’s
deputy chairman for the military-in-
dustrial complex, said by the time
Mi-38 production starts, Kazan Heli-
copters will be integrated with the
Mil design house (MVZ Mil), Ros-
tvertol and Ulan-Ude (UUAZ).

Kamov
Ka-226–Kamov in late October re-
ceived Russian certification for its
medium twin Ka-226A utility heli-
copter. Issued by Armak, the Air
Register of the Interstate Aviation
Committee, the type certificate is for
the version with two 465-shp Rolls-
Royce 250-C20R1/2 turboshafts.
The certification is to B category,
covering AP-29 and AP-36 aviation
requirements, which are harmonized
with the respective U.S. FARs.

Due to continuing Ka-226 delays,
the launch customer, Russia’s Min-
istry for Emergencies (MChS), chose
to take one Ka-32A from Kamov last
year instead of two Ka-226s as had
been planned. The ministry ordered
its own version, the Ka-226ChS,
which is specialized for a search-

and-rescue role, notably in urban
areas. The design house and the cus-
tomer are renegotiating a new sched-
ule for Ka-226Chs deliveries. –V.K.

Ka-60–In January Armak issued the
type certificate for the RD600V, the
turboshaft engine designed by NPO
Saturn for the Kamov Ka-60. The
certificate is given for the basic ver-
sion developing 1,500 shp and tai-
lored for use on the 14,330-pound
mtow Kamov Ka-60/62. So far two
Ka-60 helicopters have been built.
The second example, the Ka-60U
military trainer, was completed last
year at RSK MiG’s LAPIK plant in
Lukhovitsy and was displayed at the
MAKS airshow near Moscow in Au-
gust. Both Ka-60s are undergoing
trials with the Russian air force. Mil-
itary Ka-60s are intended for utility
and training roles. Civil versions are
also being offered. The RD600V is
the standard engine, but an optional
Klimov VK1500V will be offered. A
turboprop version of the VK1500V
received Russian certification last
year; certification of the turboshaft
variant has yet to be achieved. –V.K.

Kazan
Ansat–With development of the
light Ansat and Aktai types continu-
ing, Kazan Helicopters will soon be
able to offer a range of multirole
helicopters. At present, three Ansat
prototypes are undergoing ground
and flight trials at Kazan’s facility at

the historic Tartar city of Kazan.
Ansat (the name means “easy to

lift” in Tartar) number one has ex-
ceeded 800 hours of engine, trans-
mission and main rotor system
ground trials. Prototype number two
is set up as a flying testbed and, at
press time had logged 116 hours in
ground trials, more than 150 flight
hours and 415 landings. Aircraft
number three is undergoing certifi-
cation trials under supervision of the
Russian Aviation Registrar (Armak)
and has spent the equivalent of 68
hours in ground tests and in excess
of 100 flight hours on the certifica-
tion program. Armak type certifica-
tion is expected this year.

Test programs to determine flight
data, stability and maneuverability,
and to confirm the type’s compliance
with AP-29 Cat A requirements, are
nearly complete. Other certification
tests will soon begin using prototype
four. Ground-certification trials of
the helicopter’s components and sys-
tems, testing their strength and func-
tional reliability, are being carried

more on page 62

EC 135 fly-by-light demonstrator

Ansat



by Andrew Healey

The industry gears up for its an-
nual group hug, this year back in
Las Vegas (March 15 to 17) against
a backdrop of decent sales figures
for new civil helicopters over the
past year and a forecast of modest
growth over the next eight. Accord-
ing to Bill Dane, senior analyst at
Forecast International, between
2003 and 2012 projected deliveries
are 9,500 helicopters valued at $19
billion. Of these, 3,600 will be pis-
ton powered and more than half of
them will be Robinsons.

As usual, at press time the plans
of many exhibitors were far from
finalized, but here’s what we man-
aged to glean from them:

AgustaWestland
The Anglo-Italian tie-up will

base its presence largely around the
A109E Power and A119 Koala,
both of which are selling in the
commercial and government mar-
kets. Marketing manager Roberto
Garavaglia said both models are ex-
periencing growth–albeit at a less-
than-thrilling rate.

Last year the Koala scored in the
U.S. market with deliveries to new
customers such as police depart-
ments in New York and Pennsylva-
nia. This year will see its initiation
into offshore operations in the Gulf
of Mexico with Tex-Air, which has
signed for 10 of the single-engine
helicopters and cites its cabin size–
enough for one more passenger than
the A109–and speed as factors be-
hind its choice. 

EMS customers are taking
advantage of the A119’s ability to
incorporate a single/dual-litter con-
figuration, with full patient access by
two medical attendants. Garavaglia
said these are “unique benefits in the
current single-engine helicopter mar-
ket.” An option available since last
year is an LCD-based integrated
cockpit display system, designed to
reduce the pilot’s workload.

The A109E Power sold well last
year and AgustaWestland wants to
maintain this performance this year.
Besides its presence in the corporate
and VIP market, the Power con-
firmed its impressive versatility with
acceptance in the police and EMS
sectors with new customers in

Japan, China, the UK and Italy, as
well as in the U.S., where it entered
service with the New Mexico State
Police in October. Last year the Ital-
ian and Malaysian fire departments
also chose the Power, for communi-
cations duties rather than actual
water dumping.

The civil version of the EH
101–the only helicopter so far to be
developed by both companies–has
to date only one civil customer in
the Tokyo Metropolitan Police. It
continues to do well in the Euro-
pean and Canadian military SAR
market, however, and is in the
running for the U.S. Presidential
helicopter competition, up against
Sikorsky’s S-92. Expect to see one
of these–known as the US 101–at
the show as well.

American Eurocopter
The European OEM has reason

to be confident–its civil products
continue to outsell any of its com-
petitors. It is bringing most of the
ships in its portfolio to next month’s
HAI show in Las Vegas, including
the EC 120, 130, 135, 155, 350, and
anticipates the EC 145’s debut in the
U.S. with a handover to the first
U.S. customer. 

American Eurocopter’s new 40-
acre, 100,000-sq-ft facility at Golden
Triangle Regional Airport, Miss., is
nearing completion and staff are
already operating from temporary
facilities. The new base will manu-
facture components for the AStar,
TwinStar and EC 130, and complete
green helicopters for U.S. customers.
It will also carry out final assembly
of the AS 350B AStar, which con-
tinues to sell well within parapublic
market sectors. When fully opera-
tional, Golden Triangle will employ
a workforce of approximately 100,
but the Grand Prairie, Texas facility
will continue assembly operations
as before.

Bell
Bell will be at HAI as usual in

force this year, with a recently sold
new 412 and a 407 on display in the
booth. In the static area there will be
several new-design 427 mockups,
the Bell Eagle Eye UAV and a Bell
430. Demonstration aircraft, includ-
ing a 430, 427 and 407, will be
available for customer flights.

This is the first HAI for Mike
Redenbaugh as Bell CEO. He will
be holding a press conference to dis-
cuss Bell’s performance last year,
projections for this year and “some
exciting new developments in the
works at Bell for the future.” He will
also host a by-invitation-only lun-
cheon where Bell will recognize in-
dividuals who did some “amazing
things” in helicopters last year. 

Enstrom
New CEO Jerry Mullins is still

getting to grips with the Enstrom
business and coordinating the in-
creased production and cash flow,
associated with its contract for sev-
enteen 480Bs to the Indonesian Na-
tional Police. The first two of these
were handed over last July. The
challenge, said Mullins, is one of
coordinating growth with the flow
of funds to support that growth.
“Enstrom has a great group of tal-
ented people and a high-quality
product and, once these growth
challenges are resolved, I have a
good feeling about the future.”

MD Helicopters
After a shaky couple of years,

MDHI CEO Henk Shaeken at last
year’s HAI Show asserted its prob-
lems were a thing of the past and
that last year would be one of con-
solidation. The company managed
to stick to its re-jigged delivery
schedule–at least as much as any
OEM does–and was able to cele-
brate a milestone as the entire fleet
of 240-odd Notar helicopters
achieved between them a total of a
half-million flight hours.

Sales and marketing director
Colin Whicher expects to have an
MD 902 on display–the fifth and
final delivery to Germany’s Baden-
Wuerttemberg police–together with
a 500E and 520N available for
demo rides.

Robinson
Robinson manufactured a record

422 new helicopters last year. That
figure consists of 219 R44 Raven IIs,
75 R44 Raven Is and 128 R22s. An
additional 46 R22s were overhauled
on the Torrance, Calif. production line.

A confident Frank Robinson pre-
dicts even better figures for this
year–the first five months of produc-
tion for both the R44 and R22 are
already sold. He attributes the boom
to the market’s reception for the

higher-performance Raven II and to
improvements in the U.S. economy.
“This has helped the domestic mar-
ket while the weak American dollar
has greatly stimulated the foreign
export market.”

Robinson is still offering the car-

rot of a free rooftop helipad with
every new R44 bought. The catch is
that the buyer has to arrange federal,
state and local approvals, in addition
to a building permit, before the
company will release the pad for
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Industry forecasts to be released at Las
Vegas event bet on modest growth 

HeliExpo to test mettle
of helicopter industry

more on page 62

Eurocopter is sure
to draw large
crowds again at
this year’s
HeliExpo. Its
product line is
currently the most
comprehensive
and most
technologically
up-to-date of all
the helicopter
manufacturers’.

Bell’s Eagle Eye uninhabited aerial vehicle will again be
displayed at HeliExpo. The Fort Worth-based OEM will

also have a 412, 407 and 430 on hand.

MD Helicopters comes to this year’s show with renewed vigor, putting to rest the
problems that have plagued the company over the past few years.
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Robinson manufactured
a record 422 piston

helicopters last year, 
of which 219 were 

R44 Raven IIs. 
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out ahead of the flight trials. 
A fifth prototype, designated

“Ansat-U,” is an initial training vari-
ant fitted with dual controls, wheeled
undercarriage, ergonomic cockpit de-
sign improvements and a cabin that
can be changed to carry either up to
nine passengers or freight. Training
helicopter flight tests are scheduled
to begin in the second half of the year.

A higher takeoff weight version
of the Ansat, with an mtow of
11,023 pounds, designated as Ansat
2 is in the initial development stage. 

Aktai–The first prototype of the
light, three-seat single-engine Aktai
(the name is Tartar for “white foal”)
was on static display at last fall’s
Moscow Air Show. The type is no-

table for its use of a rotary piston
engine, the 270-hp VAZ4265 devel-
oped by the VAZ design bureau.
Compared with a standard internal
combustion unit, Kazan said the ro-
tary engine has a number of advan-
tages–a greater power-to-mass ratio,
lack of reciprocating motion of
components and a simpler design. 

Sikorsky
S-92–Sikorsky has formally inaugu-
rated its S-92 production line in a
new, all-digital factory at its Bridge-
port, Conn. headquarters. 

Four production aircraft are in
various stages of assembly, and the
first of them is scheduled to be
handed over to launch customer Pe-
troleum Helicopters at Heli-Expo in
Las Vegas next month. PHI has
ordered two S-92s to support its
deepwater drilling and production
activities in the Gulf of Mexico, and

Norsk Helikopter has an order for
four of the medium twins. Canada’s
Cougar Helicopters–the original
launch customer–is embroiled in
renegotiations over its original order
for five S-92s. Meanwhile, S-92 IFR
flight testing with the FAA was ac-
complished in December and ap-
proval is expected by April. 

Prospective VIP customers for
the new medium twin were able to
view a new full-size luxury cabin
mockup at December’s Dubai Air
Show. The new interior includes a
lounge area with a divan, bar and lav.
The configuration was a collabora-
tion between Sikorsky and Heritage
Aviation of Grand Prairie, Texas.

Sikorsky has also received bid
details for Marine One replacement
helicopters, the U.S. presidential
transport. These bids had to be re-
turned before the end of last month,
with a decision expected in late
spring. The S-92 is in competition
with the US101, a repackaged EH101
bid fronted by Lockheed Martin.

Masquito
M80–One new helicopter with only
a gnat’s chance of getting airborne
during this year is the Belgian-built
ultralight known as the Masquito
M80. Over the past seven years
Belgian brothers Stefaan and Paul
Masschelein–and latterly Australian-
born fellow director John Pescod–
have developed a prototype two-seat
helicopter powered by a 120-hp,
four-cylinder, four-stroke engine.
Although it came safely through
“several hours” of unofficial hover
tests at Diksmuide airport in Bel-
gium, to their frustration they can-

not get the green light
to move onto the
flight-test. 

Pescod told AIN
that the Masquito was
“ready for the flight-test
phase in summer 2002.
However, due mainly
to difficulties with the
UK CAA, very little
progress has been made
since then. We were
working with the British
regulator because it had
a track record of certify-
ing small aircraft under
its permit-to-fly pro-
gram, but the Belgian
Ministère des Commu-
nications et de l’Infra-
structure does not. We
provided the CAA with
the required structural
report but the inspector then in-
formed us that, before they would
consider the approval, we would also
need a report from a registered design
authority. By this time we had been
working with them for several years
with no hint that this would be re-
quired. Until we are able to find a way
to get this, it will remain grounded.

“When we began the project,
there was no need at all for a 
DOA [design organization approval]
within the ultralight category. We
originally started certification work
under the auspices of the UK Popu-
lar Flying Association but it pulled
out, saying that it had no expertise
in helicopters. Having been given
the cold shoulder by Belgium’s reg-
ulator, we submitted a dossier direct
to the CAA. We carried out ground

tests under the authority of the CAA
and put in a structural report to the
CAA to show how it met its require-
ments. It was only then that it dis-
closed the DOA requirement. 

“It is a classic case of the left
hand not knowing what the right
hand is doing. The CAA writes the
regulations but doesn’t want to take
responsibility for them. As well as a
DOA holder with helicopter experi-
ence, we now need an investment
partner to help us bring the Mas-
quito to market.

With a max takeoff weight of
992 pounds, the M80 is said to have
a “very acceptable” climb rate and
economical fuel consumption. De-
pending on the load, the range will
be between 270 and 324 nm with a
17.4 gallon fuel tank. o

Aktai
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shipment. Only one such helipad has been opened so
far, atop the Honda dealership in Santa Ana, Calif., and
out of a dozen current prospects eager for the freebie,
only New Zealand operator Wing & Rotor, from Pa-
pakura on North Island, has cleared all the hurdles. It
was expecting delivery of the pad at press time.

Rolls-Royce
Rolls-Royce celebrates its centennial this year. How-

ever, there’s no escaping the fact that the market for new
small turboshaft engines is flat. Vice president of cus-
tomer business Dean Kimsey acknowledges this reality
and his colleague, Alex Young, will confirm it during the
company’s annual Heli-Expo 10-year forecast briefing
on the show’s opening day.

“As far as the Model 250 is concerned, with 160 mil-
lion flight hours and 15,000 units, nobody in the world
has a bigger aftermarket than we do,” Kimsey said.
“We’re pursuing them with a range of services–we’ve
just signed up an aftermarket maintenance network,
news of which we’ll be announcing in the next couple of
weeks–trying to reach direct agreements with key opera-
tors to try and bring them closer to us. We are also try-
ing to drive down operating costs by reducing the
insurance risk and putting maintenance manuals online.”

The heavier RTM322, with a substantial European
order book behind it, will soon be repackaged as the
CTS322 and pitched at the U.S. military special opera-
tions command as an alternative for the Black Hawk
upgrade program. A request for proposals is now ex-
pected next month, with responses due by mid-June.

Sikorsky
Finally, after a press briefing planned for opening day,

Sikorsky plans a formal handover of its first production
S-92 to Petroleum Helicopters. The medium twin’s VIP
interior mockup will also make its domestic debut, after
being unveiled at December’s Dubai air show. o

Fortunately, last year turned out to be a
better one than many had feared. Despite
uncertainty surrounding the war in Iraq,
the U.S. economy continued its recovery
and, as HAI president Roy Resavage
explained to AIN, helicopter sales began
to reflect that confidence.

The year 2003 wasn’t as dam-
aging as a lot of people ex-
pected. In fact we’re slightly
ahead of the five-year average

figure for new helicopter sales. I think
many were surprised at how well the
piston sector did. Robinson continued to
dominate, and the R44 by itself could
claim over half of it–role-
equipped ENG and police
R44s both sold well. [The
Torrance, Calif. company
has now sold more than
5,000 helicopters, is build-
ing new facilities and 
has recently expanded its
workforce to 850.–Ed.]

We have seen some
assets shifting around in
the turbine market and Eu-
rocopter, with its newer
product line, took better
advantage of that once
more. Singles are strongly
back in the lead over
twins, after a couple of
years when the latter were nudging the
50-percent share mark. The parapublic
market continues to do well and is still the
strongest sector. However, post-9/11 it has
not shot ahead as much as some pre-
dicted. A lot of the increased tasking has
not been followed up by the required
resources, either for modern hardware or
extra people, a position that makes life
difficult for some law-enforcement units.

The tourism sector bounced back from

a low ebb in 2001, but there’s a cloud on
the horizon concerning tax issues and
safety requirements, particularly for non-
Part 135 operators. The corporate market
continues to do fairly well–many operators
are modernizing their fleets–but the off-
shore sector suffered since the Gulf had a
tough couple of months after a downturn
in production. This was not as bad as that
currently being experienced in the North
Sea, where the imminent arrival of a third
player (Bond Offshore Helicopters) in a
past- its-heyday market has led to layoffs
by both Bristow and CHC Scotia. 

It was a good firefighting season for 
the operators–if not for the
planet–and they also ben-
efited from National Guard
assets being required else-
where in the world. In the
past, state governments
would often deploy their
ANG assets in response to
this threat, much to the
frustration of commercial
operators, but this summer
they were left with a rela-
tively clear field.

As for this year, there is
potential for a significant
level of new business from
the military. The U.S. Navy
has put out a request for

information from operators interested in
taking on its VIP transportation duties–
nationally at first, but potentially world-
wide. Quite a few of them responded and
the Navy should follow it up this year with
a request for proposal. 

As long as the Navy is convinced that
the required level of service can be
maintained–it already knows it can save
money–then this business could be suc-
cessfully outsourced. We have to be pa-

tient, but momentum is building toward
contracting support roles to civil opera-
tors. The VIP role could be followed by
contracts to provide more vertical 
onboard delivery work to military sea-lift
command ships and the like. In fact,
Denver-based Geo-Seis currently flies
two AS 330 Pumas for the Navy in 
the Mediterranean. 

We believe that if we can crack the
Navy nut, then the other armed services
could follow–the Army would be huge
because so many of its functions are
suitable for outsourcing. There is a lot
more at stake than cost savings, how-
ever. For one thing, planners have to be
able to rotate frontline air and mainte-
nance crews somewhere.

Given that this is an election year, and
that there are more than a few candidates
for the Democrat nomination, we are wor-
ried about general aviation access to
airspace once the various campaigns kick
in. Everywhere the President flies, his air-
craft is surrounded by a temporary flight
restriction (TFR) zone. You cannot get into
any airport on his route, usually from an
hour before he is due until an hour after he
leaves. The radius was previously five
miles, but now, reflecting the security situ-
ation, it has been extended to 30. 

We are waiting to see if the TFR princi-
ple is extended to the Vice President’s
campaign and the Democrat candidates.
You can argue that it should, but, if it is,
will all of them be entitled to it and will the
boundaries all be set at 30 miles–or will
some be entitled to only a five-mile zone?
Who is to argue that one candidate is
more or less important than another? 
At worst, as they each set out on the 
campaign trail, this could lead to
an awful lot of airspace being
closed to our members.
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